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Mobile Is Becoming A Preferred Channel
10,000 U.S. consumers (Channel Preferences Benchmark, 2013 and 2016)
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using their 
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phones for 

these 
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16%

20%

Check the delivery 
status of a purchase 
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Purchase 
a new 
book
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Update your 
address on 
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after you 
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Investigate a 
mistake in 

your monthly 
cell phone bill

7%
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Apply for a 
new credit 

card

For more information, visit the Customer Experience Matters ® blog at ExperienceMatters.wordpress.com
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Companies Must Shift To Mobile First

As mobile grows in importance, companies must view mobile as the primary channel. 
We call this Mobile First.
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mobile-friendly

Optimize
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Enable
mobile

Design for
mobile

Today Mobile First

Treat mobile as 
a standalone 
channel

Enable journeys 
that connect 
mobile and other 
channels

Isolated
mobile
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mobile

Allow use of 
mobile to replace 
existing steps

Create new 
processes 
that tap into 
the Five C’s

Process
extension

Process
Redesign

Mobile CX Must Accommodate the Five C’s
Five C’s of Mobile VoC Disruption

Companies must factor these characteristics into the 
mobile experiences that they create and monitor

Mobile devices have small screens, 
and consequently customers 

expect communications in this 
channel to be brief.

Condensed

Mobile devices allow 
customers to 

communicate with more 
than just numbers and 

text; they can include rich 
media like images, video, 

and audio.

Comprehensive

Customers view 
mobile as a medium 
for instant two-way 
communication, which 
means they expect a 
prompt response.

Conversational

Mobile devices 
provide metadata 
such as 
geo-location that 
can be valuable 
for better tailoring 
the experience for 
customers.

Contextual

Because people carry their devices on them 
at all times, customers can connect with a 

company as an experience occurs.

Current

5C’s

Mobile Online Usage Is Growing
10,000 U.S. consumers (Media Usage Benchmark, 2013 to 2016)
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Companies Deliver 
Mediocre Mobile 
Experiences
190+ large companies 
(State of CX Management, 2016 & State of CX Metrics, 2015)

Rate the experience that your organization 
typically delivers through the mobile channel

Rate how effective your company is at 
measuring mobile customer experience

Only 33% of large companies are good at delivering mobile 
experiences and 26% are good at measuring it
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